RULE NO. 4

CONTRACTS

A. WHEN CONTRACTS ARE REQUIRED

Contracts or agreements, other than the Application for Service, will not be required as a condition precedent to service except:

1. Where required by provisions contained in a filed rate schedule, in which case the term of the contract will be that specified in the schedule; or

2. Where the building of a line extension will be necessary, in which case a contract for a period specified in Rule No. 15 may be required;

3. Where temporary service is to be supplied under the provisions of Rule No. 15, in which case a contract for the period of contemplated operations, but not longer than five years, may be required;

4. Where the delivery voltage is 11kV or higher or the required capacity is in excess of 1,000kW; or,

5. Where the Customer resells all or part of the electric service furnished to Customer.